Abstract Germline mutations in BRCA1 and BRCA2 confer high risks of breast and ovarian cancer, and their identification allows genetic testing of at-risk relatives. However, estimates of these risks illustrate controversies, depending on the published series. The penetrance, the earlier onset of the disease and the effect of mutations on the risk of developing breast and ovarian cancer were evaluated in 344 females belonging to 34 families from the Basque Country in Spain, in which BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutations were transmitted. Kaplan-Meier survival curves were used to derive cumulative probability curves for breast and ovarian cancer by mutation status, birth cohort and mutation position, and significance of the differences was assessed using the logrank test. The estimated probability for breast cancer by age 70 is about 64% in BRCA1 and 69% in BRCA2, whereas the probability of developing ovarian cancer is about 37% and 25% for BRCA1 and BRCA2, respectively. There is a marginally significant higher risk of developing ovarian cancer in BRCA1 families than in BRCA2 families. The effect of birth cohort on breast cancer cumulative incidence presents an increased risk for females born after 1966 and a decreased risk for those born before 1940. There is no association between mutation position and breast cancer; however, ovarian cancer is associated to BRCA1, presenting exon 11 as an ovarian cluster. These results are important for the breast and ovarian cancer diagnosis and prevention in atrisk families.
Introduction
Since the identification of the genes BRCA1 (Miki et al. 1994 ) and BRCA2 (Wooster et al. 1995) more than 10 years ago, a large number of studies concerning the penetrance, the earlier onset of the disease and the effect of mutations on the risk of breast and ovarian cancer in women carrying a disease-causing mutation in one of these genes have been published. The results of these studies show that the percentages vary significantly depending on the study series and populations and that the ranges are so broad that it is almost impossible to apply them to specific families or cases. For example, the estimated cumulative lifetime risk of developing breast cancer (BC) by 70 years of age for women from families with a disease-causing mutation in BRCA1 ranges from 52% to 68%, and in BRCA2 from 45% to 75% (Antoniou et al. 2003; Antoniou et al. 2006; Milne et al. 2008; Evans et al. 2008) . The ranges for ovarian cancer (OC) are even broader: 22-60% for BRCA1 and 11-49% for BRCA2 by 70 years of age (Antoniou et al. 2003; Antoniou et al. 2006; Milne et al. 2008; Evans et al. 2008) .
Some authors have reported that there could be different risks depending on the type of mutation (Al-Mulla et al. 2009 ). Furthermore, mutation position on the gene also seems to produce different risks for patients, although the number of such studies is relatively low and controversial (Thompson et al. 2001 ; Thompson et al. 2002; Gayther et al. 1995) . The wide range of results observed, and the limited number of publications on this topic, inspired us to evaluate the risk of developing breast or OC, the earlier onset of the development of these cancers and the effect of mutation location in families diagnosed in our hospital. For the past 8 years, our laboratory has been responsible for the genetic study of BC/OC in high-risk patients (Nice 2004) . The patients studied reside in the community covered by our hospital-belonging to the Public Health Serviceessentially the western half of the Basque Country in Spain. We showed in a previous report (Beristain et al. 2007 ) that this population contains no recurring mutations, which means that it differs from other series (Díez et al. 2003; Krajc et al. 2008) , and this is why we consider this study of interest. A greater understanding of the risks is, in any case, useful for the correct handling of such families in terms of both early diagnosis of the disease and its prevention and genetic counselling.
Materials and methods

Subjects
Since 2001, our laboratory has studied BC and/or OC patients from our community, after informed consent, with high genetic risk factors (Nice 2004) . The inclusion criteria adopted for genetic testing have been previously described (Beristain et al. 2007) . As this work demonstrated, the majority of cases with pathological mutations were found in families with multiple affected individuals.
In this work, we have included most of the families in which a pathological mutation was formerly detected and others found later, using similar criteria. The first individual in whom a pathological mutation was identified was considered the "index" case. For each index case, the individual's family members were also assessed and, if possible, genetic testing was undertaken. A pedigree was drawn up and relatives were asked about the occurrence of breast, ovarian and other cancers in their family and the age at which it was diagnosed.
In total, 34 of the families were included in the present study: 16 whose index case was a BRCA1 mutation carrier and 18 whose index case was a BRCA2 mutation carrier (Table 1) . Twenty eight of the families had three or more individuals with BC and/or OC, four families had two individuals with BC and/or OC, and finally, there were two early-onset sporadic cases, one of them presenting various cases of associated cancers in her family. After the exclusion of all males and those girls under 18 years of age, a data set of 155 female relatives of a BRCA1 mutation carrier and 189 female relatives of a BRCA2 mutation carrier was created. Of the 155 females belonging to BRCA1 families, 40 (26%) were found to be carriers of the mutation, 22 (14%) were negative and 93 (60%) had unknown mutation status. Similarly, of the 189 BRCA2 relatives, 50 (26%) were mutation-positive, 25 (13%) were mutation-negative and 114 (60%) had unknown mutation status (Table 2) .
Screening for BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations
The DNA extraction method and molecular analysis of the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes have been previously described (Beristain et al. 2007 ). Briefly, the full coding sequences and each intron/exon boundary of the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes were amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and conformational-sensitive gel electrophoresis (CSGE) using silver-staining as screening procedure. Sequence analysis of the genomic fragments with altered CSGE mobility pattern was carried out with an Applied Biosystems 3130xl automated DNA sequencer.
Classification of mutations by their position in the gene
For the present work, mutations were classified according to their position in the gene using three different classification techniques: two already suggested by Thompson et al. (2001 Thompson et al. ( , 2002 and Gayther et al. (1995) , and a third one proposed by us. The first of these techniques (classification A) arranges BRCA1 mutations according to two groups or effects: effect 1, which ranges from codon 1 (exon 2) to codon 1395 (exon 13), and effect 2, which ranges from codon 1396 to the end of the gene. The second technique (classification B) sorts BRCA1 mutations into three effects (effect 1: codon 1-800; effect 2: codon 801-1397; and effect 3: codon 1398 to the end of the gene). Both classifications present the same two groups or effects for BRCA2 (effect 1: OCCR cluster, codon 1011-2210; effect 2: non-OCCR cluster). Finally, the third technique described in this paper (classification C) consists of three groups or effects for BRCA1 (effect 1: codon 1-621; effect 2: codon 622 to the end of the gene; and effect 3: missense mutations located in BRCT repeats) and three effects for BRCA2 (effect 1: codon 1-1139; effect 2: codon 1140 to the end of the gene; and effect 3: missense mutations determined as pathological by other authors) (BRCA1, Gen eBan k:NM_0 07 294 .2; BRCA2, Ge neBa nk: NM_000059.3-numbering starts with the A of the ATG translation initiation codon) ( Table 1) .
Statistical methods
Data were analysed using survival methods to account for differences in the follow-up of each subject. Censoring age was the age at appropriate BC/OC diagnosis, age at last follow-up, age at death or age at appropriate risk-reducing surgery (oophorectomy for BC and OC; mastectomies are not performed in our Hospital).
Kaplan-Meier curves were derived to obtain the cumulative probability of BC and OC in BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation carriers. To assess the presence of significant differences in the risk of cancer among the two genes, the S splicing mutation, LR large rearrangements, FS frame-shift mutation, N nonsense mutation, M missense mutation, A classification A, B classification B, C classification C (see text)
a Mutations have been reported in Beristain et al 2007 and Beristain et al. 2009 log-rank statistical test was used. The same procedure (Kaplan-Meier curves together with log-rank test statistics) was used to assess differences in the cumulative probabilities between mutation status (positive, negative and unknown) separately for BRCA1 families and BRCA2 families. Moreover, the effect of birth cohort (cohort 1: 1916-1940; cohort 2: 1941-1965; cohort 3: 1966-1990) was assessed with these techniques to evaluate the presence of "anticipation" in the development of BC or OC, which, in this case, was carried out combining both BRCA1 and BRCA2 families. Finally, after excluding those females who were found not to be mutation carriers, these methods were applied to the whole sample with the aim of assessing whether the different position of a mutation might confer a higher risk of developing BC or OC. The three different classification techniques described above were applied to the mutation position to compare the utility of each one for cancer prediction. All analyses were carried out with and without probands; the former with the aim of obtaining penetrance estimates derived for the population being assessed, and the later for comparative purposes.
Results
The cumulative incidence curves in BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation carriers for BC and OC are shown in Fig. 1a , and the corresponding estimates at 50 and 70 years of age are given in Table 3 (model M 1 ). The results indicate that the estimated probability for BC by age 70 is about 64% (39-78%) in BRCA1, a very similar value to that obtained for BRCA2 carriers (69%; 40-84%). A comparison of the results between curves according to the log-rank test (model M 1 in Table 4 ) showed no significant differences in cancer risk by gene (p=0.530). In contrast, the graphical representation for OC suggests differences between the curves, in particular from 50 years on, and these differences are marginally significant (p=0.070), with a probability of developing OC of about 37% for BRCA1 and 25% for BRCA2 by the age of 70 years. Similar findings are observed without probands, even though penetrances are much lower than expected (see Tables 3 and 4) . A comparison of the aforementioned results for mutation carriers with the results derived for relatives with negative or unknown mutation status is given in Tables 3 and 4 (model M 2 ). A clear trend of lower, intermediate and higher risk obtained for negative, unknown and positive carriers, respectively, is clearly observed for BC in both genes (p< 0.001 and p=0.001 for BRCA1 and BRCA2, respectively), as graphically shown in Fig. 1b . This trend is not so clear for OC (p=0.039 for BRCA1 and 0.217 for BRCA2) due to the low number of females with OC in the three groups. For instance, the estimated cumulative probability of BC for negative BRCA2 relatives by the age of 70 years is about 8% (0-21%), and that for untested women is 34% (22-45%), both of which are in contrast to the much higher probability in carriers (about 70%). A similar increasing trend is observed for BRCA1 relatives and for both genes in OC (see Table 3 ).
The effect of birth-cohort for combined BRCA1 and BRCA2 can be seen in Fig. 1c and Table 4 (model M 3 ). The effect of the birth-cohort on BC cumulative incidence is obvious, with an increased risk observed for females born after 1966 and a decreased risk for those born before 1940. The effect of birth-cohort was found to be highly significant by the log-rank test (p<0.001). In contrast, differences between curves as regards the cumulative incidence of OC are only marginally significant (p=0.050).
Finally, the analyses carried out to assess the association between mutation position within the gene and the presence of BC in these families showed no evidence that any of the effects for any of the classifications is associated with an increased prevalence of BC (see Table 4 , model M 4 ). However, analysis of the cumulative incidence of OC showed that classifications B and C highlight significant differences between the curves derived for each effect for BRCA1. Thus, regarding classification B, the mutation position in group 2 is associated with a higher risk of OC (p=0.045), and it is the same in group 2 for classification C (p=0.031; Fig. 1d ). For BRCA2, no apparent trend is observed (see Table 4 , model M 4 ).
Discussion
Since 1994/95, when the link between the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes and the development of BC and/or OC in families with several affected members was first discovered (Miki et al. 1994; Wooster et al. 1995) , numerous studies have attempted to improve the handling of these families as regards early diagnosis of the disease, its prevention and the usefulness of genetic counselling. Thus, several studies have investigated (a) the penetrance, (b) the earlier onset and (c) the effect of mutations on the risk of developing BC and/or OC for women carrying a disease-causing mutation in either of these genes; these three aspects are also covered by the work reported herein.
The penetrance, for example, varies significantly according to the study series and population, and the results ranges are so broad that it is very difficult to apply them to any particular case or family. Any further contribution is therefore useful when it comes to tipping the balance towards one side or the other. The accumulated lifetime risk of developing BC by 70 years of age calculated for the families included in this study (64% for BRCA1 and 69% for BRCA2) is similar to that calculated by other groups such as Antoniou et al. (2006) (72% for BRCA1 and 75% for BRCA2) or Evans et al. (2008) (68% for BRCA1 and 75% for BRCA2), despite the number of cases in our study being lower than in these two works. The fact that the difference between both genes is not significant, which would indicate that the likelihood of developing BC is similar for carriers of mutations in BRCA1 and BRCA2, is also similar to previously reported findings (Antoniou et al. 2006) . In contrast, the accumulated risk of developing OC by 70 years of age is a little bit different for carriers of a mutation in either gene (37% for BRCA1 and 25% for BRCA2). This figure shows a clear likelihood of a woman developing OC-particularly between the ages of 50 and 70-if she carries a BRCA1 mutation, and the difference is marginally significant (p<0.1) possibly due to the small sample size. There are some discrepancies between the various series studied as regards the development of OC. Thus, some studies have reported clear differences in the development of OC depending on the gene carrying the mutation, such as the study of Evans et al. (2008) (60% for Fig. 1 a Differences in the probability of carrier females developing BC and OC by gene mutation (BRCA1/BRCA2). b Differences in the probability of developing BC in carriers of BRCA1/BRCA2 mutations by test results. c Differences in the probability of developing BC and OC by cohort in carriers of BRCA1/BRCA2 mutations. d Association between BRCA1 and OC shown by three different classifications BRCA1 and 30% for BRCA2), whereas other studies, such as that by Milne et al. (2008) in collaboration with our group, have reported very similar values (22% for BRCA1 and 18% for BRCA2). These results suggest that, generally speaking, the development of OC in Spanish women carrying a BRCA1 mutation seems to be lower than previously published, although the results in our population show a trend to a higher risk in BRCA1 carriers.
An analysis of the presence of BC and OC in tested (positive or negative) and untested individuals shows that mutation-positive women present a large number of cases of BC, whereas mutation-negative women present no cases of BC and untested women appear on a curve between these two extremes, as would be expected in light of the dominant transmission of the mutation and the resulting likelihood that around 50% of untested women might carry the disease-causing gene, and therefore, the risk of developing BC will be intermediate (Fig. 1b) . It should be noted that there is a non-zero probability in the case of families with the BRCA2 mutation, even for mutationnegative women (Fig. 1b) , due to the risk of developing BC in the general population.
Concerning the analysis of the earlier development of BC or OC in subsequent generations, the results obtained suggest that, for BC, the youngest generation (born after 1966) develops BC much earlier than the older generation (born before 1940; Fig. 1c ). In contrast, OC provides only marginally significant results. These differences between BC and OC, which are similar to the results reported by Evans et al. (2008) , could be due, in the present study, to the lower number of OC cases, which reduces the significance of these results. This earlier onset of the appearance of BC could also be due to external factors, such as better access to health care, the establishment of an early detection programme in the Basque Country in November 1995 (Asua et al. 1994) , an improvement in diagnostic techniques, and environmental factors such as diet and the adoption of an increasingly stressful lifestyle over the past 10 to 20 years (Coyle 2009 ), rather than just genetic factors. Irrespective of the cause, however, the fact that later generations in high-risk families are likely to develop BC earlier than their parents or grandparents is important when it comes to performing a correct early diagnosis of the disease.
Finally, we also wanted to evaluate the effect of each mutation on the development of BC or OC according to its position in the BRCA1 or BRCA2 gene in order to attempt to correlate the genotype with the phenotype since other published articles are controversial. For example, Gayther et al (1995) reported that the risk of OC relative to the risk of BC was higher in families with mutations located 5´to exon 13 of the BRCA1 gene compared with families with mutations located 3´to exon 13. However, this finding was not confirmed in later reports (Couch et al. 1997; Frank et al. 1998) . Furthermore, an ovarian cancer cluster region (OCCR) in the BRCA2 gene was first described by Gayther et al (1997) , but an international collaborative study did not provide statistically significant support for the existence of that region (Neuhausen et al. 1998) . Later, other authors have corroborated these results (Milne et al. 2008) . This is why we wanted to study the effect of mutations on BC and OC with our patients and applying three classifications: the classification for these two genes defined by other authors (Thompson et al. 2001; Thompson et al. 2002; Gayther et al. 1995) , and our own classification, which is based on both the position of the mutation in the gene and the mutation type (frame-shift or missense mutation). Our analyses show no association between BC and any subdivision of the three classifications studied for either BRCA1 or BRCA2; however, for OC, some degree of association is found for BRCA1 for those mutations located between codons 801 and 1397 (p=0.045) in the B classification (Thompson et al. 2002) and between codon 622 and the end of the protein (p=0.031) in our classification (C). Both classifications suggest the existence Fig. 1 (continued) of an OC-associated region in exon 11 of BRCA1. The fact that classification A gave no significant association would suggest, as already discussed by Thompson et al. (2002) , that this classification is not appropriate. However, it is clear that those deletions or insertions close to the 5′ end located in at least the first 621 amino acids (cut-off for classification C) do not increase the risk of developing OC even though the product is a very early truncated protein and, therefore, one with no BRCT domains. Some authors have proposed the "nonsense-mediated mRNA decay mechanism" as an explanation for the development of OC for both BRCA1 (PerrinVidoz et al. 2002) and BRCA2 (Ware et al. 2006) , and this mechanism fits well with our results. According to this hypothesis, truncated proteins are pathogenic because they interfere in some way with the functioning of the normal wild-type allele or other genes, but the possibility that shortest truncated proteins completely disappear should be considered, and thus, they would not interfere. In other words, the longer the truncated protein, the greater the risk of developing OC, and the shorter the truncated protein, the Among the main limitations of this study are the sample size and a possible ascertainment bias when the purpose is to estimate population-based penetrance. This relatively small sample size produces wide confidence intervals and low power in curves comparison. For instance, the comparison between survival curves representing risk to develop BC or OC in BRCA1 families according to classification C (three effects) has a power equal to 0.75 to detect hazard ratios of 1.75, so that hazard ratios lower than 1.75 will not be depicted with the actual sample size. Regarding selection bias, it is important to remark that most of the families included in this study had multiple affected individuals, so the proportion of tested individuals with cancer may be overestimated. The exclusion of probands when the aim is to estimate population-based penetrance is usually recommended to reduce the bias, although the bias induced by using high-risk families automatically selected for high-penetrance mutations and for other genes or environmental factors that may influence expression still persists (Begg 2002) . Nevertheless, our goal was to obtain penetrance estimates derived for the population being counselled, which we consider, like other authors do (Evans et al. 2008) , is the penetrance of interest in clinical practice.
In conclusion, despite the limitations quoted, we believe that the results reported herein are an important contribution to previously published results for both Spanish and European/ American series, in relation to the cumulative risk, the earlier onset and the genotype-phenotype correlation according to the position of the mutation in the gene. It is noticeable to mention that, although the population we addressed is a small one, it is similar to others suffering from an important immigration from other communities as it occurred in our region since the 19th century. So, as the presence of a great variety of different mutations of these types of populations makes its management difficult, our results are important for the diagnosis and prevention in at-risk families, as well as for the clinicians and practitioners who deal with these patients and who come across new mutations.
